PENETRATION TESTING SERVICES
GoSecure helps organizations manage risk, close gaps and improve their security
posture through a full menu of Penetration Testing options with programs developed and
conducted by skilled, experienced and certified staff who design tests that simulate how
the real world operates.

GOSECURE UNDERSTANDS
YOUR NEEDS
Social Engineering /Phishing programs
are common in the marketplace now
that many threats come through email.
GoSecure takes Social Engineering /
Phishing programs to the next level by
tailoring the campaign messaging and
content to the organization.
Experts also deliver deeper metrics on
how users engage with the compromised
messages—it’s about more than just who
opened the message and clicked the link.
GoSecure can report on
• opens
• clicks
• entry of payment

GoSecure assesses organizations’ security through a comprehensive
Penetration Testing program that emulates risks from the real world. The
intrusion tests conducted by the GoSecure team are developed based on the
individual threat model, industry and technology of the organization, not a
cookie-cutter, automated approach. At GoSecure, every testing professional is
an Offensive Security Certified Professional (OSCP) ensuring that the team is
meeting the highest standards in the industry for skills, expertise and testing
methodologies.
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• entry of personal information
Better data from Social Engineering
/ Phishing programs is critical to
understanding the risks within an
organization and creating better longterm data security outcomes.

GOSECURE PENETRATION TESTING PROGRAMS DIG DEEPER:
• External Network Security: GoSecure focuses External Intrusion Tests on the
types of opportunistic attacks that will harm your organization. This includes
mapping/reducing your attack surface, finding and exploiting flaws, and
exposing password vulnerability.
• Internal Network Security: Insider security threats are on the rise. GoSecure
will design intrusion tests to determine what an attacker could compromise
inside your organization’s network.
• Web Application Testing: Organizations that develop custom web
applications want to ensure that access is limited to authorized users and
their data is secure. GoSecure will test for weaknesses at the point of
authentication, and also once inside the application, creating a deeper and
more comprehensive assessment of application data security

A WORLD-CLASS TEAM
OF ETHICAL HACKERS
On the GoSecure Team, every ethical
hacker is an Offensive Security
Certified Professional (OSCP). Other
certifications include: CISSP, CISA,
CISM, CSSLP.
However, certifications only tell part
of the story. The Penetration Testing
team at GoSecure keeps up on the
newest threats, as well as the latest
technology, by participating in major
security events, regular training and
conducting non-stop research.
This team’s experience spans major
industries and had been recognized
at cybersecurity events across North
America. Each Penetration Testing
program is designed by the team in
collaboration with the client. You won’t
find cookie- cutter or pre-programmed,
automated tests here.

• Code Reviews: Security vulnerabilities in the source code of an application
can often be found and quickly resolved as part of a secure code review.
GoSecure offers this added level of testing for organizations who want a
third-party to check for potential exploits and other issues in the code.
• Industrial Device/Embedded Device/ IOT / SCADA: Not every company
has the expertise to test industry-specific and connected devices. GoSecure
professionals are experienced and ready to support specialty industrial
systems, financial, retail, government and more.
• Mobile App & Devices: Mobile devices have emerged as the leading point
of interaction for many users within your organization—either with mobile
apps or mobile devices deployed by an organization. GoSecure will design a
program to test Mobile App & Device security based on your needs.
• Wi-Fi / End Points: Organizations are dependent on wired networks and
Wi-Fi for both employee and non-employee access to both company data
and the internet. GoSecure will assess the security of your solutions and
help ensure data is transmitted securely across networks, with proper
configurations and ensure accesses are granted as intended.
• Social Engineering / Phishing Programs: Attackers only need to get one
person to take the bait, but organizations need to protect against every
attack. GoSecure customizable phishing programs tailor campaigns and
messaging to the organization. Unlike canned packages, GoSecure will help
your organization better understand and manage your email compromise
risks.
• Physical Security: An assessment of physical security status can provide
important insights into the vulnerability of data and overall security posture.
GoSecure offers a Physical Security Assessment in support of an overall risk
management effort.

PENETRATION TESTING FROM GOSECURE
GoSecure comprehensive Penetration Testing
options have you covered.
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www.gosecure.net/penetration-testing

CONTACT US

www.gosecure.net/sales-contact
1-855-893-5428

ABOUT GOSECURE
GoSecure is a recognized cybersecurity leader and innovator, pioneering the integration of endpoint, network, and email threat detection into a single Managed Detection
and Response service. The GoSecure Titan platform delivers predictive multi-vector detection, prevention, and response to counter modern cyber threats. Titan MDR
is designed to detect and respond in less than 15 minutes, delivering rapid response and active mitigation services that directly touch the customers’ network and
endpoints. For over 10 years, GoSecure has been helping customers better understand their security gaps and improve their organizational risk and security maturity
through MDR and Advisory Services solutions delivered by one of the most trusted, skilled and experienced teams in the industry.
To learn more, please visit: https://www.gosecure.net.

